
The CP203-WH digital piano packs the entire Medeli digital

piano experience into a compact cabinet format;

from the sound of the German grand piano, MEDELI's flagship,

to a polyphony of 192 notes;

from the compatibility of the PianoToolbox app to all parameters

of the piano sound such as hammer noise or string resonance.

The newly designed keyboard offers fully weighted hammer

action in the most compact size.

In addition, the new exclusive Japanese grand piano sound,

new carefully recorded built-in tunes and the new pedal board

that supports semi-damping represent the evolution of the

digital piano in every direction.

The white finish adds a touch of elegance to the CP203-WH

digital piano making it an eye-catching piece of furniture.
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PRODUCT DETAILS

KEY FEATURES

Graded 88-key "Hammer Action" keyboard

Maximum polyphony of 192

30 sounds and 50 rhythms to have fun playing various musical genres

Layer function available in order to have two sounds on the whole keyboard at the same time

Split function available to simultaneously have one sound for the right hand and one for the left hand on the keyboard

Twinova function available to divide the keyboard into two areas with the same sound and octave range, for the convenience of

playing together with a friend or teacher

5 selectable touch sensitivity levels

New three-pedal unit that supports half damping

Possibility to record your own performances with the record function

Piano parameters available such as String Resonance, Damper Resonance, Damper Noise, Hammer Noise and Lid

Reverb and chorus effects available

Finish in white color

SPECIFICATIONS

Keyboard 88 keys (graded hammer action)

Max Polyphony 192

Sounds 30

Rhythms 50

Music Library 100 Piano Songs

Keyboard mode Layer, Split, Duo (Twinova)
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Rhythm Controls Start/Stop, Accomp volume

Effects Reverb 2 types/10 levels - Chorus 10 levels

Pitch

Adjustment

Transpose, Octave, Tuning, Scale Tuning

Sequencer 1 user song

Metronome Yes

Tempo 5-320

Other Controls Touch sensitive, Piano Parameters

Connection 1 x USB-B (MIDI & Audio), MIDI out, Headphone jack (1 x 1/4” , 1 x 1/8”), Input jack (1 x 1/8”), Output jack

(1 x 1/4”), Pedal (sustain / soft / sostenuto)

Amplifier 2 x 20 watt

Speakers 2 x 6 cm + 2 x 12 cm

Power supply DC 12V

Dimensions (W x D x H) 1352 x 298 x 788 mm

Weight 40.5 kg

Packaging dimensions (W x D x H) 1490 x 440 x 443 mm

Packaging Weight 47 Kg
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